Navigator Capital is a Munich, Germany based private equity partnership focused on the acquisition of distressed
smaller companies and non-core business units in need for an extensive carve-out process. Our team of seasoned
M&A, financing and restructuring professionals takes pride offering sellers with tailor-made transaction structures
and business continuity plans, directly addressing their needs and fears while forcefully supporting the operational
improvement of its portfolio companies.

In order to strengthen our organization we are open to applications of high caliber Dealmakers as

Partner Private Equity (m/f)
As Partner Private Equity, you will assume sole responsibility of the deal flow in your areas of expertise. By activating
your extensive network you generate leads fitting our investment focus and manage the M&A process from start to
end.
Your tasks:








Deal-sourcing via and beyond existing network
Taking responsibility for the overall transaction process
Intelligent structuring of transaction structures and effective communication of these to advisors and sellers
Managing and quality assuring of due diligence (almost entirely done without external support)
Development and communication of well founded, convincing business continuity concepts
Monitoring of carve-out and restructuring processes post transaction
Development of exit strategies and management of divestment processes

Your profile:






Seasoned private equity professional with an entrepreneurial frontrunner personality
Absolute focus on success
Leadership and negotiation skills
Analyst with hands-on mentality willing to work in under startup conditions
Operational management/ restructuring experience and legal knowhow are decisive advantages

Our offer:
You will join a young and motivated team and will be offered to benefit exceptionally from the positive development
of the partnership via a result driven compensation scheme in combination with a stake in the company. We pursue
an open and team oriented working environment and offer a high degree of independence and personal flexibility
to execute your ideas.
We are looking forward to receiving your application providing an overview of your value proposition and
expectations, complemented by your CV (pdf-format) via email to hr@navigator-capital.de
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